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ABSTRACT

Both observations and numerical simulations suggest that Alfvénic waves may carry sufficient energy to sustain the hot temperatures of
the solar atmospheric plasma. However, the thermalization of wave energy is inefficient unless very short spatial scales are considered.
Phase mixing is a mechanism that can take energy down to dissipation lengths, but it operates over too long a timescale. Here, we
study how turbulence, driven by the nonlinear evolution of phase-mixed torsional Alfvén waves in coronal loops, is able to take wave
energy down to the dissipative scales much faster than the theory of linear phase mixing predicts. We consider a simple model of a
transversely nonuniform cylindrical flux tube with a constant axial magnetic field. The flux tube is perturbed by the fundamental mode
of standing torsional Alfvén waves. We solved the three-dimensional ideal magnetohydrodynamics equations numerically to study
the temporal evolution. Initially, torsional Alfvén waves undergo the process of phase mixing because of the transverse variation of
density. After only few periods of torsional waves, azimuthal shear flows generated by phase mixing eventually trigger the KelvinHelmholtz instability (KHi), and the flux tube is subsequently driven to a turbulent state. Turbulence is very anisotropic and develops
transversely only to the background magnetic field. After the onset of turbulence, the effective Reynolds number decreases in the
flux tube much faster than in the initial linear stage governed by phase mixing alone. We conclude that the nonlinear evolution of
torsional Alfvén waves, and the associated KHi, is a viable mechanism for the onset of turbulence in coronal loops. Turbulence can
significantly speed up the generation of small scales. Enhanced deposition rates of wave energy into the coronal plasma are therefore
expected.
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1. Introduction
The existence of Alfvén waves in magnetized plasmas was
first postulated by Alfvén (1942). In a uniform plasma of infinite extent, Alfvén waves are a type of magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) wave of a pure magnetic nature. They are incompressible, their restoring force is magnetic tension, and they are
transverse, that is, they are polarized perpendicularly to the
direction of the magnetic field. The energy carried by Alfvén
waves strictly propagates along the magnetic field direction (see
e.g., Priest 2012; Stix 2012; Jess et al. 2015 for further details).
In nonuniform plasmas, MHD waves have mixed properties in
general and Alfvén waves are usually coupled with magnetosonic waves. An example is the so-called kink mode in magnetic flux tubes, which is a transverse MHD wave with a highly
Alfvénic character (Goossens et al. 2012). Torsional Alfvén
waves, which are pure Alfvén waves in straight flux tubes, even
in the presence of inhomogenity, are the exception to this rule.
High-resolution and high-cadence observations have shown
the ubiquity of transverse MHD waves through the solar atmosphere (see e.g., De Pontieu et al. 2007, 2014; Jess et al. 2009;
Morton et al. 2015; Jafarzadeh et al. 2017; Srivastava & Dwivedi
2017). Some of these observations have been interpreted as
Alfvén or Alfvénic waves. These waves may play a fundamental role in the transport and dissipation of energy. Consequently,
they may contribute to the energy balance of the solar corona
(see e.g., Hollweg 1978; Cranmer & van Ballegooijen 2005;
?
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Cargill & de Moortel 2011; Mathioudakis et al. 2013; Jess et al.
2015; Soler et al. 2019) and to the acceleration of solar and stellar winds (see e.g., Charbonneau & MacGregor 1995; Cranmer
2009; Matsumoto & Suzuki 2012; Shoda et al. 2018).
Coronal loops are closed magnetic structures whose
footpoints are anchored at the photosphere, where plasma
motions can excite torsional Alfvén waves (see, e.g., Fedun et al.
2011; Shelyag et al. 2011, 2012; Wedemeyer-Böhm et al. 2012;
Mumford et al. 2015; Srivastava et al. 2017). Zaqarashvili (2003)
suggested that torsional Alfvén waves could be detected by a
periodic variation of spectral-line width. The method was used
by Jess et al. (2009) to detect torsional Alfvén waves in a photospheric bright point. De Pontieu et al. (2012) detected ubiquitous
torsional motions in spicules with the Swedish Solar Telescope
(SST) that could be related with torsional Alfvén waves. More
recently, torsional oscillations at coronal heights were reported
by Kohutova et al. (2020) with the Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS), while Aschwanden & Wang (2020)
detected oscillations in the magnetic free energy during solar
flares that are interpreted as torsional Alfvén waves.
Torsional Alfvén waves excited at the loop feet can resonate
with standing modes of the loop and drive global torsional oscillations (see, e.g., Hollweg 1984). Soler et al. (2021) have investigated the excitation of standing torsional Alfvén waves driven
by waves propagating from the photosphere. Due to the presence
of cavity resonances, they found that large energy fluxes can be
transmitted to the loop by overcoming the filtering effect of the
chromosphere. The transmission of energy mostly occurs at a
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2. Setup
2.1. Model

To represent a coronal loop, we considered the so-called standard flux tube model frequently used in the wave literature (see,
e.g., Edwin & Roberts 1983). The model is made of a cylindrical tube of length L and radius R, embedded in a uniform coronal
environment. We used a reference frame so that the z-direction
would point along the axis of the flux tube. The magnetic field is
straight, longitudinal to the flux tube, and uniform everywhere,
namely B = B0 ẑ, with B0 the magnetic field strength. The loop
footpoints are line-tied at two rigid walls representing the much
denser solar photosphere. So, the present model neglects the curvature of the coronal loop and the thin chromospheric layer at the
loop feet. A schema of the model can be seen in Fig. 1.
The coronal loop equilibrium density is nonuniform in the
transverse direction only, namely


ρ,
if r ≤ R − 2l ,


 i
ρ0 (r) = 
(1)
ρtr (r), if R − 2l < r < R + 2l ,


 ρ,
if r ≥ R + l ,
e

2

where r is the radial coordinate, ρi is the density in the uniform
inner core, ρe is the uniform external density, and ρtr (r) is the
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Fig. 1. Schema of the coronal flux
tube model. The two gray planes
located at the ends of the tube represent the solar photosphere where
the magnetic field is anchored.
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frequency corresponding to the fundamental standing torsional
mode of the loop. Soler et al. (2021) concluded that the transmitted energy is not efficiently dissipated in the corona. However, Soler et al. (2021) only considered the linear regime.
Torsional Alfvén waves in transversely nonuniform magnetic
flux tubes undergo the process of phase mixing, which is linear in
nature (see, e.g., Heyvaerts & Priest 1983; Nocera et al. 1984; De
Moortel et al. 2000; Smith et al. 2007; Prokopyszyn et al. 2019).
As first shown by Heyvaerts & Priest (1983) and Browning &
Priest (1984), shear flows generated during the phase mixing
evolution can nonlinearly trigger the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (KHi). The KHi has been observed in coronal mass ejections and quiescent prominences (see, e.g., Berger et al. 2010;
Ryutova et al. 2010; Foullon et al. 2011; Ofman & Thompson
2011; Hillier & Polito 2018). Nevertheless, there are no direct
observations of the KHi on coronal loops. The nonlinear evolution of the KHi can induce the formation of eddies and the
transition to turbulence, as numerical simulations suggest (see,
e.g., Terradas et al. 2008, 2018; Antolin et al. 2015; Magyar &
Van Doorsselaere 2016; Howson et al. 2017; Karampelas et al.
2019; Antolin & Van Doorsselaere 2019). These previous works
have studied kink oscillations, while the case of torsional oscillations has only been explored by Guo et al. (2019). Turbulence
might significantly enhance the efficiency of wave heating of the
coronal plasma by rapidly cascading energy from large scales to
the dissipative scales (Hillier et al. 2020). Indeed, there is evidence that coronal loops may be in a turbulent state (De Moortel
et al. 2014; Liu et al. 2014; Hahn & Savin 2014). However, there
has not yet been any direct observational connection between
torsional Alfvén waves, the associated KHi, and the alleged turbulence. Here, we numerically investigate this mechanism for
the driving of turbulence in coronal loops.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
background model and the numerical set-up. In Sect. 3, we
include a quasi-linear theoretical analysis where we apply perturbation theory. Some thoughts about excitation of the KHi
are also given. Results from the full numerical simulations are
shown in Sect. 4. Finally, the conclusions of this work are discussed in Sect. 5.
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Fig. 2. Radial profiles of equilibrium Alfvén and sound speeds in a loop
with l/R = 1 and ρi /ρe = 2. The values are normalized with respect to
the external Alfvén speed. The vertical dashed lines denote the boundaries of the nonuniform layer.

density in a nonuniform transitional layer of thickness l that continuously connects both uniform regions as
("
# "
#
π
)
ρi
ρe
ρe
ρtr (r) =
1+
− 1−
sin (r − R) .
(2)
2
ρi
ρi
l
The allowed values of l range from l = 0 (abrupt transition) to l =
2R (fully nonuniform loop). We set the equilibrium gas pressure
to be a constant everywhere, namely p0 , so that the plasma β =
p0
≈ 0.024, where µ is the magnetic permeability. The radial
B20 /µ
p
profiles of the equilibrium Alfvén speed, vA,0 (r) = B0 / µρ0 (r),
p
and the equilibrium sound speed, cs,0 (r) = γp0 /ρ0 (r), where γ
is the adiabatic constant, are displayed in Fig. 2 for a particular
set of parameters.
2.2. Numerical code

We used the PLUTO code (Mignone et al. 2007) to solve
the three-dimensional (3D) ideal MHD equations with a finitevolume, shock capturing spatial discretization on a structured
mesh. The equations are as follows:
∂ρ
= −∇ · (ρv),
∂t
Dv
1
ρ
= −∇p + (∇ × B) × B,
Dt
µ
∂B
= ∇ × (v × B),
∂t

(3)
(4)
(5)
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Dp γp Dρ
=
.
Dt
ρ Dt

(6)

D
≡ ∂t∂ +v·∇ denotes the total derivative,
In these equations, Dt
ρ is the mass density, v is the velocity, p is the gas pressure, and
B is the magnetic field. Gravity and nonideal terms are neglected.
The code solves Eqs. (3)–(6) in Cartesian coordinates.
We used a Roe-Riemann solver (Roe 1981) to compute the
numerical fluxes, a second-order parabolic scheme for spatial
reconstruction, and a second-order Runge-Kutta algorithm for
temporal evolution. The extended GLM method (Dedner et al.
2002) was employed to keep the solenoidal constraint on the
magnetic field. Moreover, an adaptive mesh refinement (AMR)
strategy was used (Mignone et al. 2012). The use of AMR allows
us to decrease the computational cost by using a high resolution in the region of interest while keeping a lower resolution far
from the relevant dynamics. The computational box has a base
numerical resolution of 100 × 100 × 100 cells, which are distributed uniformly from −3R to 3R in the x-direction and the ydirection, and from −L/2 to L/2 in the z-direction. We included
four levels of refinement in which the cells double the resolution
from one level to the next so that the maximum effective resolution is 1600 × 1600 × 1600. For typical values of the loop radius,
the effective transverse resolution is ∼10 km. The PLUTO criterion for refinement is based on the second derivative error norm
(Lohner 1987) of the perturbation of the total energy, that is, the
total energy of the system less the internal and magnetic energy
of the background.
Regarding the boundary conditions, we consider outflow
conditions, that is, zero gradient, for the pressure, density, the
x- and y-components of the magnetic field, while zero velocities
are imposed at all boundaries. Concerning the conditions for the
z-component of the magnetic field, Bz , we also considered outflow conditions at the lateral boundaries, but Bz is fixed to the
equilibrium value, B0 , at the bottom and top boundaries, that is,
at z = ±L/2, in order to implement the line-tying of the field lines
at the photosphere. With these boundary conditions, we checked
the nonexistence of significant reflections at the lateral boundaries of the domain during the simulations. Furthermore, a background splitting technique (Powell 1994) was used, which has
the advantage that only the magnetic field perturbation over the
background magnetic field is evolved by the code.
A recent investigation by Soler et al. (2021) shows that coronal loop torsional oscillations excited by a photospheric broadband driver are dominated by the longitudinal fundamental mode
of the loop. In view of this result, we imposed an initial condition for the velocity that aims to excite the longitudinally fundamental mode of standing torsional Alfvén waves. To do so, we
imposed the following purely azimuthal velocity field at t = 0:
π 
v (t = 0) = v0 A(r) cos
z ϕ̂,
(7)
L
where v0 is the maximum velocity amplitude and A(r) contains
the radial
We shall use the particular form
h dependence.

i
√ A(r) =
A0 r exp − r2 /σ2 with σ = 0.9R and A0 = exp(0.5) 2/σ is a
constant that we obtain from imposing that the maximum value
of the velocity is equal to the prescribed value, v0 . We note that
most of the results discussed in this paper would remain practically unchanged if a different dependence for A(r) was used.

3. Quasi-linear theoretical analysis
Before analyzing the results of the full numerical computations,
the purpose here is to solve Eqs. (3)–(6) in an analytic approximated manner when the standing torsional Alfvén waves behave

quasi-linearly. These approximate solutions can help us understand the full nonlinear evolution. To do so, we applied a regular
perturbation theory (see, e.g., Ballester et al. 2020). In the case
of propagating torsional Alfvén waves, a weak nonlinear analysis using the second order thin flux tube approximation can be
found in Shestov et al. (2017).
We define the parameter ε ≡ v0 /vA,e where vA,e is the external Alfvén speed. Then, assuming ε  1, we write
ρ = ρ0 + ε2 ρ0 ,

v = εv0ϕ ϕ̂ + ε2 v0z ẑ,

p = p0 + ε2 p0 ,

B = εB0ϕ ϕ̂ + B0 ẑ,

where the subscript 0 denotes a background quantity, and the
prime 0 denotes a small perturbation. We substituted these
expressions into Eqs. (3)–(6) and separated the terms according
to their order in ε. The first-order equations in ε govern v0ϕ , and
B0ϕ , so they describe linear torsional Alfvén waves. The secondorder equations in ε2 govern p0 , ρ0 , and v0z and describe nonlinear
effects as the ponderomotive force, and the coupling of Alfvén
waves with slow magnetoacoustic waves.
3.1. First-order equations: Transverse dynamics

By combining the first-order equations for v0ϕ and B0ϕ , we can
arrive at an equation involving v0ϕ alone, namely
∂2 v0ϕ
∂t2

= v2A,0 (r)

∂2 v0ϕ
∂z2

,

(8)

where vA,0 (r) is the equilibrium Alfvén velocity, which we recall
is a function of the radial direction. Equation (8) is the 1D wave
equation with phase velocity equal to the Alfvén speed. We
note that in our formalism the actual amplitude of the azimuthal
velocity perturbation is εv0ϕ . Equation (8) can be solved for the
longitudinally fundamental mode by taking into account the prescribed boundary and initial conditions. The solution is
π 
εv0ϕ = v0 A(r) cos
z cos[ωA (r)t],
(9)
L
where ωA (r) = Lπ vA,0 (r) is the radially-dependent Alfvén frequency. In turn, the azimuthal magnetic field perturbation is
π 
v0 π
εB0ϕ = −B0
A(r) sin
z sin[ωA (r)t].
(10)
ωA (r) L
L
Equations (9) and (10) evidence that standing torsional
Alfvén waves excited by the initial perturbation oscillate with the
local Alfvén frequency. In the transitional layer, the frequency is
nonuniform across the coronal loop. As a result, waves living on
adjacent radial positions, excited in phase by our initial condition, will become out of phase as time passes. This is the wellknown process of phase mixing (see e.g., Heyvaerts & Priest
1983; Nocera et al. 1984; De Moortel et al. 2000; Smith et al.
2007). Phase mixing continuously decreases the length scale of
the disturbances across the loop. In Fig. 3, we illustrate how the
azimuthal velocity perturbation is affected by phase mixing in
the inhomogeneous region of the flux tube with time. The transverse length scales of the perturbation in the homogeneous inner
core and the homogeneous external plasma remain the same at
all times. However, the length scale decreases with time in the
transitional layer.
Following Mann et al. (1995), the effective wave number
across the loop can be estimated by
kr (r) ≈

∂ωA (r)
t.
∂r

(11)
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Fig. 3. Azimuthal component of the velocity perturbation normalized
with respect to the initial amplitude as a function of the radial position
at various times. We used l/R = 1, ρi /ρe = 2, L/R = 10, and z = 0. Time
is normalized as tvA,e /R. The vertical dashed lines denote the boundaries
of the nonuniform layer.

With time, the effective wave number increases. In ideal MHDs,
this process works indefinitely. However, in dissipative MHDs,
dissipation becomes important for sufficiently high wave numbers at sufficiently long times. Thus, phase mixing transports
energy from large to small scales until those small scales can
be efficiently dissipated (see, e.g., Ebrahimi et al. 2020). Here,
we cannot study the dissipation phase because we restricted ourselves to ideal MHDs.
3.2. Second-order equations: Longitudinal dynamics

In a similar way to what was described in the previous subsection, we combined the second-order equations for v0z , ρ0 , and p0
to obtain an equation for the z-component of the velocity perturbation, namely
2 02
∂2 v0z
∂2 v0z
1 ∂ Bϕ
2
−
c
(r)
=
−
,
(12)
s,0
2µρ(r) ∂t∂z
∂t2
∂z2
where cs,0 (r) is the equilibrium sound speed. Equation (12) is
the 1D wave equation with phase velocity equal to the sound
speed. We note again that the actual amplitude of the longitudinal velocity perturbation is ε2 v0z . We see the presence of a force
term on the right-hand side of Eq. (12), which depends on the
perturbation of the magnetic pressure associated with the Alfvén
waves. The general solution to Eq. (12) is the sum of the particular and the homogeneous solutions. The homogeneous solution
is physically related to the slow magnetoacoustic waves that can
propagate freely along the loop at the sound speed. We are not
interested in this solution. Conversely, the particular solution is
related to the nonlinear longitudinal dynamics associated with
the Alfvén waves. In the case that B0ϕ is given by Eq. (10), the
particular solution to Eq. (12) can be found by direct integration
(see, e.g., Martínez-Gómez et al. 2018), namely


!
2


v2A,0 (r)
2π
2 0
2 A (r) 


ε vz = −v0
z

 sin
8cs,0 (r)  v2A,0 (r) − c2s,0 (r) 
L
(
"
#
)
cs,0 (r)
2π
× sin
cs,0 (r)t −
sin [2ωA (r)t] .
(13)
L
vA,0 (r)

Considering the low-β plasma regime so that cs,0 (r) 
vA,0 (r), Eq. (13) can be simplified as
!
"
#
2
2π
2π
2 0
2 A (r)
ε vz ≈ −v0
sin
z sin
cs,0 (r)t .
(14)
8cs,0 (r)
L
L
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Fig. 4. Vertical component of velocity perturbation, normalized as
vA,e /v20 , as a function of the radial position at various times. We have
used l/R = 1, ρi /ρe = 2 L/R = 10 and z = L/4. Time is normalized as
tvA,e /R. The vertical dashed lines denote the boundaries of the nonuniform layer.

Equation (14) evidences the existence of longitudinal
motions along the flux tube. The amplitude of the longitudinal velocity perturbation depends quadratically on the initial
amplitude of the azimuthal velocity, which points out the nonlinear nature of these longitudinal motions. There is a periodic
converging (diverging) flow toward (away) from the center of
the tube. The result of these flows is the periodic compression and expansion of material around the center of the tube.
This is caused by the well-known ponderomotive force (see
e.g., Hollweg 1971; Rankin et al. 1994; Tikhonchuk et al. 1995;
Terradas & Ofman 2004). The periodicity of these longitudinal
motions is L/cs,0 (r), so it depends on the radial position. Thus,
the vertical flows associated with the ponderomotive force also
become out of phase in adjacent radial positions of the nonuniform layer as time increases. Figure 4 displays the longitudinal
velocity normalized as ε2 v0z vA,e /v20 . With this normalization, the
dependence on the initial amplitude is dropped, but the radial
structure of the longitudinal flow is kept. For sufficiently long
times, a longitudinal velocity shear across the tube in the nonuniform layer is evident.
3.3. Kelvin-Helmholtz instability: Considerations

The above quasi-linear analysis indicates that the evolution of
the torsional Alfvén waves, through phase mixing, results in the
occurrence of azimuthal and longitudinal velocity shears in the
nonuniform transitional layer. It is well known that a velocity
shear in a plasma can drive the KHi (see Chandrasekhar 1961).
The azimuthal shear flows generated by phase mixing can
easily develop the KHi, because the velocity shear is perpendicular to the direction of the background magnetic field (see, e.g.,
Heyvaerts & Priest 1983; Browning & Priest 1984; Soler et al.
2010; Zaqarashvili et al. 2015; Barbulescu et al. 2019). However,
the longitudinal shear flows associated with the ponderomotive
force cannot develop the KHi since the velocity shear is along
the magnetic field. The effect of magnetic tension prevents the
instability of sub-Alfvénic flows (Chandrasekhar 1961). Therefore, only the azimuthal shear flows can trigger the KHi in our
model.
It is well known by theoretical studies and numerical simulations that the phase-mixing-driven KHi leads to a faster generation of small spatial scales than what the theory of linear phase
mixing (Eq. (11)) predicts (see, e.g., Browning & Priest 1984;
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Pagano et al. 2018; Howson et al. 2020; Van Damme et al. 2020).
So, the nonlinear triggering of the KHi can accelerate the energy
cascading to the dissipative scales compared with the effect of
linear phase mixing alone.
A relevant question that arises is how to determine the onset
time of the KHi. In the case that the velocity shear is not steady
but periodic, the mathematical analysis is rather involved (see
e.g., Kelly 1965; Roberts 1973; Browning & Priest 1984; Hillier
et al. 2019; Barbulescu et al. 2019). By assuming strong phase
mixing, that is, assuming that the exponential growth time of the
KHi is much shorter than the period of the oscillating shear flow,
Browning & Priest (1984) provided an approximate expression
for the critical onset time. The analysis of Browning & Priest
(1984) was done in Cartesian geometry, but it can also be applicable to the cylindrical case studied here. In our model parameters, the expression reads
tcrit =

4l
,
A(R)v0

(15)

where A(R) ≈ 0.8 is calculated at a reference point located at
the center of the transitional layer, r = R. Equation (15) indicates that the wider the nonuniform layer, the larger the onset
time, as is consistent with the fact that phase mixing develops
slower in smooth profiles than in sharp ones (Heyvaerts & Priest
1983). In turn, the onset time is inversely proportional to the
velocity amplitude of the initial perturbation, which means that
the nonlinear triggering of the KHi would occur faster for large
amplitudes than for small amplitudes.
Assuming typical values of the coronal Alfvén speed, and the
loop length as vA,e = 1000 km s−1 , and L = 105 km, the period of
the torsional Alfvén wave is P = 2L/vA,e ≈ 3.33 min. In turn,
considering a loop radius of R = 3500 km and assuming that the
thickness of the nonuniform layer is of the same order, Eq. (15)
gives tcrit ≈ 2.92 min for a velocity amplitude of v0 = 100 km s−1
(Kohutova et al. 2020). This simple numerical example indicates
that the KHi can be triggered in the loop in a timescale comparable with the period of the torsional oscillations. This implies
that the KHi should have a deep impact on the full nonlinear
evolution.

4. Numerical simulations
Our aim was to investigate the nonlinear evolution of the phase
mixing of torsional Alfvén waves and the triggering of the KHi.
We focused on studying how these two mechanisms affect the
development of the energy cascade to small scales. Results from
the full nonlinear simulations were compared to those from the
quasi-linear analytical theory.
Unless otherwise stated, the following reference parameters
are used in all simulations: ε = 0.1, ρi /ρe = 2 and L/R = 10,
where ε is related to the initial velocity amplitude as v0 = εvA,e .
We are aware that the considered value of L/R results in a shorter
coronal loop than the loop lengths typically reported in observations. The reason for considering a shorter loop is to speed up the
simulation times, since the periods of the torsional oscillations
are proportional to L. Considering a longer loop would result in
longer simulation times, but the dynamics discussed here would
be the same for all practical purposes. The effect of the loop
length on the triggering of the KHi is explored in Sect. 4.6.
Concerning the thickness of the nonuniform layer, we considered two cases: a thin-layer case with l/R = 0.4, and a
thick-layer case with l/R = 1.5. We considered these two cases
because the process of phase mixing, as linear theory predicts,
develops at a different pace depending on the inhomogeneity

length scale. This is expected to have a strong impact on the
nonlinear evolution, including the triggering of the KHi.
In the numerical code, lengths and velocities are normalized
with respect to R and vA,e , respectively. Density is normalized
with respect to the external density. In turn, time is normalized
with respect to the transverse Alfvénic travel time, R/vA,e . In
these normalized units,
√ the periods of the internal and external
Alfvén waves are 20 2 ≈ 28.3 and 20 time units, respectively.
The maximum simulation time is determined by the ability
of the four-level AMR scheme to correctly describe the small
spatial scales that are generated in the system. To check that,
we monitored the total energy integrated in the whole computational domain. We stopped the simulation when the integrated
total energy started to decrease significantly, meaning that the
developed small scales are beyond the maximum effective resolution of the AMR scheme, and numerical dissipation is becoming significant. By stopping the simulation at that point, we
ensured that the simulated dynamics was physically meaningful
and minimized the influence that undesirable numerical effects
might have. The maximum time that can be correctly simulated
according to the energy criterion also coincides with the saturation and subsequent unphysical decrease of the vorticity squared
and the current density squared integrated over the whole computational box (this is discussed later, in Sect. 4.2). For the reference parameters given above, the maximum simulation times
in the thin-layer and thick-layer cases are t = 86 and t = 150,
respectively.
4.1. Nonlinear evolution of phase mixing

Figures 5 and 6 show the temporal evolution of density and the
azimuthal component of velocity in a cross-sectional cut at the
tube center in the thin-layer and thick-layer cases, respectively.
Since the relevant physics is inside and near the flux tube, these
figures and the following ones only display cross-sectional cuts
in a subdomain where x, y ∈ [−2R, 2R], while we recall that the
complete numerical domain is larger with x, y ∈ [−3R, 3R]. At
the beginning of the simulations, the wave evolution agrees with
the predictions of quasi-linear theory. As time passes, the alternation between red (positive) and blue (negative) values of the
azimuthal component of velocity within the nonuniform layer
is a clear evidence that the process of phase mixing is at work
(see Heyvaerts & Priest 1983). In the transition region, where
the density is nonuniform, adjacent radial positions become out
of phase as the simulation evolves, generating azimuthal shear
flows and smaller spatial scales across the tube. The development of phase mixing is slower in the thick-layer case than
in the thin-layer case because of the smoother Alfvén speed
gradient.
The cross-sectional cut of density initially shows no significant density variations, which is consistent with the fact
that torsional Alfvén waves are incompressible in the linear regime. A slight periodic compression and expansion of
the tube area can be seen, owing to the ponderomotive force
as the analytical second-order perturbation predicts (see also
Hollweg 1971). A better insight into the effect of the ponderomotive force can be visualized in Fig. 7. There, we show the
temporal evolution of density and the longitudinal component
of velocity in a longitudinal cut along the loop for the thicklayer case. The periodic density enhancement around the tube
center caused by the ponderomotive force is evident. The wavelength of the periodic longitudinal flows is half that of the torsional Alfvén wave and their amplitude depends quadratically
on the amplitude of the azimuthal perturbation. The longitudinal
A22, page 5 of 17
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Fig. 5. Top: cross-sectional cut of density at the tube center, z = 0, for the thin-layer case at three different simulation times indicated on top of
each panel. Bottom: same cut, but for the azimuthal component of velocity. The full temporal evolution is available as an online movie.

Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5, but for the thick-layer case. We note that the three selected simulation times are different from those of Fig. 5. The full
temporal evolution is available as an online movie.
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Fig. 7. Longitudinal cuts of density (top) and longitudinal component of velocity (bottom) at y = 0 for the thick-layer case at the same simulation
times as in Fig. 6. The full temporal evolution is available as an online movie.

component of velocity changes sign at the center of the tube,
which is a converging/diverging point. These results can be
compared to those of Shestov et al. (2017) in the case of weak
nonlinear propagating torsional Alfvén waves. In their case, the
average of the longitudinal component of velocity along the loop
is positive. However, since the present simulations correspond
to the fundamental mode of standing waves, the longitudinally
averaged velocity, vz , in our case is zero. We note that the longitudinal velocity develops shear in the nonuniform layer when
phase mixing evolves. As is consistent with analytic theory, these
longitudinal shear flows are much slower than the corresponding
azimuthal flows.
Later in the evolution, the system undergoes a change from a
linear to nonlinear regime. The KHi is triggered by the azimuthal
shear flows and develops in the nonuniform layer, as the middle
and the right panels of Figs. 5 and 6 evidence. No KHi associated with the longitudinal shear flows is seen in Fig. 7. Consistently, the KHi develops earlier and faster in the thin-layer
case because of the larger phase-mixing-driven shear flows. Similarly to the results of Guo et al. (2019) for their torsional Alfvén
wave model, we observe that the KHi is first triggered around
the middle of the transition region, that is, at r ≈ R, where the
strongest shear flows occur. Hence, the onset of the KHi appears
to be a local phenomenon that does not affect, initially, the entire
nonuniform region. In connection to this, we interestingly notice
in the bottom right panel of Fig. 6, corresponding to the thicklayer case, that the KHi is only developing at that instant in a
relatively small part of the whole nonuniform layer, while the
linear phase mixing continues to operate in the remaining transitional region.
The most obvious consequence of the onset of the KHi is the
formation of eddies clearly seen in the evolution of density. The

internal and external plasmas mix as a result of these vortical
motions. As time increases, eddies break down to form smaller
and smaller structures. The instability drives the flux tube to a
turbulent state. The extent of the turbulent zone increases with
time and surpasses the width of the nonuniform layer. At sufficiently long times beyond those simulated here, the whole tube
should become turbulent (see Karampelas & Van Doorsselaere
2018 for simulations of kink waves). The simulations show that
the turbulence develops in the transverse plane to the magnetic
field only. Figure 7 evidences that there is no eddy formation in
the longitudinal direction. Thus, we are in a clear situation of
nearly 2D Alfvénic turbulence in which the spatial scales perpendicular to the background magnetic field are much smaller
than the scales in the magnetic field direction. As shown in
Sect. 4.4, this has implications for the energy cascade scaling
law.
Since we are studying the fundamental standing mode, the
amplitude of the torsional oscillations is maximal at the middle
of the tube (z = 0) and zero at the tube ends (z = ±L/2) because
of the line-tying condition. Consequently, it is at the z = 0 plane
that turbulence develops fastest and strongest. Conversely, at z =
±L/2 the KHi is not triggered, so there is no development of
turbulence.
The nonlinear evolution of the torsional oscillations shares
many similarities with that of kink MHD modes (see, e.g.,
Terradas et al. 2008, 2018; Antolin et al. 2015; Magyar & Van
Doorsselaere 2016; Howson et al. 2017; Karampelas et al. 2019;
Antolin & Van Doorsselaere 2019). In our case, the tube is not
displaced laterally as it is for a kink mode, but the KHi develops
in a similar fashion. In the case of the kink mode in a transversely nonuniform tube, a previous step is the energy transfer
from the global lateral oscillation to localized Alfvén modes in
A22, page 7 of 17
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Fig. 8. Top: cross-sectional cut at z = 0 of vorticity squared (in logarithmic scale) for the thin-layer case at three different simulation times indicated
above each panel. Bottom: same, but for the current density squared at z ≈ L/2. The straight lines seen in some panels are visualization artifacts at
the boundaries of different AMR patches. These artifacts are not present in the actual simulation data. The full temporal evolution is available as
an online movie.

the nonuniform layer owing to resonant absorption. (see, e.g.,
Terradas et al. 2006; Goossens et al. 2011; Arregui et al. 2011;
Soler & Terradas 2015). These localized Alfvén modes with kink
azimuthal symmetry are the ones that phase mix and eventually
trigger the KHi. We note that the KHi can also be triggered by
the kink mode even in tubes with an abrupt density transition (see
Antolin & Van Doorsselaere 2019). In that case, resonant absorption does not happen initially, and it is the own azimuthal shear
associated with the global kink mode perturbations that triggers
the KHi. For the torsional oscillations studied here, there is no
global mode, and the resonant absorption mechanism does not
occur. In our case, Alfvén modes with torsional azimuthal symmetry are already excited by the initial condition, so the phase
mixing starts to operate from the beginning of the simulation.
4.2. Increase of vorticity and current density

Two parameters that help us illustrate the important effect of
the KHi on the torsional oscillation evolution are vorticity, ω =
∇ × v, and current density, j = µ−1 ∇ × B. We find that the
KHi dramatically increases both quantities because of the small
scales that rapidly show up once the KHi is triggered. We compute the vorticity squared and the current density squared in a
cross-sectional cut of the tube. The cut is done at the tube center, z = 0, for the vorticity and near one tube end, z ≈ L/2,
for the current density. The reason for choosing these different cuts is the different spatial dependences of the two parameters along the tube: vorticity is maximal at the tube center and
zero at the ends, while the opposite applies to current density.
Figures 8 and 9 show these results for the thin-layer and thickA22, page 8 of 17

layer cases, respectively. We used logarithmic scale to better visualize the important change in the magnitude of both quantities.
As expected, both vorticity and current density initially agree
with the results from linear analytic theory. Thus, they evolve
in the nonuniform layer, and their values increase as a result of
phase mixing alone. However, once the KHi sets in, analytic, and
numerical results start to differ substantially. The full nonlinear
evolution is characterized by the generation of very fine structures in both vorticity and current density, and by a dramatic
increase of their magnitudes. Figure 10 shows a comparison
between linear analytic results and nonlinear numerical results
for the vorticity squared at the final frame of the simulations.
The analytic vorticity is computed with the azimuthal velocity
component given in Eq. (9). The comparison in the case of the
current density squared reveals similar results and for the sake of
simplicity is not shown here. The very fine structures in vorticity
and current density associated with the KHi can also be seen in
previous works of nonlinear kink oscillations (see e.g., Antolin
et al. 2014; Howson et al. 2017; Antolin & Van Doorsselaere
2019) where the spatial distribution is slightly different because
of the different azimuthal symmetry of the perturbations.
The change of magnitude of vorticity squared and current density squared can be better studied by integrating both
quantities over the whole computational domain as
Z
Ω2 (t) =
ω2 (r, t)d3 r,
(16)
Z
I 2 (t) =
j2 (r, t)d3 r.
(17)

S. Díaz-Suárez and R. Soler: Torsional Alfvén waves in nonuniform solar flux tubes

Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 8, but for the thick-layer case. We note that the three selected simulation times are different from those of Fig. 8. The full
temporal evolution is available as an online movie.
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Fig. 10. Top: cross-sectional cut at z = 0 of vorticity squared (in logarithmic scale) for the thin-layer case at the final simulation time. The
left and right panels correspond to the nonlinear numerical results and
the linear analytic results, respectively. Bottom: same, but for the thicklayer case.

Fig. 11. Vorticity squared (top panel) and current density squared (bottom panel) integrated over the whole computational domain as a function of simulation time for both thin-layer (l/R = 0.4) and thick-layer
(l/R = 1.5) cases. Red solid lines correspond to linear analytic results,
and blue dashed lines correspond to nonlinear numerical results. Vorticity is normalized to the value at t = 0. No normalization is needed for
current density since it vanishes at t = 0.

Figure 11 shows the evolution of Ω2 and I 2 for both thinlayer and thick-layer cases. A comparison with the values predicted by linear theory is also included.

We find that both integrated quantities increase with time following a slightly oscillatory pattern, and numerical and analytic
results initially agree. The increase is faster in the thin-layer case
A22, page 9 of 17
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than in the thick-layer case. Such a result is consistent with the
behavior of phase mixing (see, e.g., Heyvaerts & Priest 1983).
Hence, the initial increase of vorticity and current density is predicted by linear theory and is caused by phase mixing alone.
However, once the KHi is triggered in the numerical simulations, both integrated quantities suffer a dramatic increase that
is not predicted by linear theory. At the end of the simulations,
the numerical values of Ω2 and I 2 are significantly larger than
those of linear theory.
Previous works have studied vorticity in the case of nonlinear kink waves (e.g., Terradas et al. 2008; Antolin et al. 2015;
Karampelas et al. 2017; Howson et al. 2020). Guo et al. (2019)
studied the average z-component of vorticity squared integrated
at the loop apex for both torsional Alfvén and kink waves. As in
these works, we verified that the main contribution to the vorticity squared is its z-component due to the development of strong
gradients in the transverse components of velocity. Guo et al.
(2019) and Howson et al. (2020) found increasing oscillations in
vorticity with time not only due to phase mixing and the KHi, but
also because of the continuous driver used to excite the waves.
Conversely, here we impose an initial perturbation and let the
system evolve. Therefore, in our case, the generation of vorticity and current density is because of phase mixing in the linear
regime and the KHi in the nonlinear regime, with no influence
from an external driver.
At this point, we feel it is relevant to stress the importance of
using a sufficiently high resolution to correctly capture the very
fine scales generated because of the KHi. For instance, Fig. 2
of Antolin et al. (2015) shows a cross-sectional cut of the zcomponent of the vorticity and current density at the apex of
a cylindrical tube representing a prominence thread oscillating
in the kink mode. They show the same results with low resolution (left panels) and high resolution (right panels). Their
high-resolution simulation is able to describe smaller scales and
shows higher values of current density and vorticity. Another
example can be found in Howson et al. (2017), where they compare ideal MHD simulations of nonlinear kink oscillations with
simulations including viscosity and/or resistivity. Their Fig. 6
shows that in the ideal MHD simulation, vorticity increases drastically due to the development of KHi, but after t ≈ 700 s it
saturates and decreases, presumably owing to numerical dissipation, which also explains the loss of kinetic energy for t > 700 s
(see their Fig. 9). In another ideal simulation but at lower resolution, they show that the saturation of vorticity happens earlier.
Simulations including physical dissipation show similar results,
pointing out that physical and numerical dissipation can play
equivalent roles. If dissipation is strong enough, the KHi can
be delayed or can even be suppressed altogether. In the case of
torsional Alfvén waves, Guo et al. (2019), in their Fig. 2, did not
find the significant increase of vorticity that we obtained after the
onset of the KHi. Possible explanations may be that the KHi had
not yet completely developed in their simulation, or that numerical diffusion plays a role.
To further investigate the influence of numerical resolution,
we have repeated the simulation for the thin-layer case, but using
fewer levels of refinement in the AMR scheme. The lower the
number of levels, the lower the effective resolution. In Fig. 12,
we show the evolution with time of vorticity squared integrated
over the whole computational box for these test simulations.
These results are also compared to those of linear theory. In all
cases and for comparison purposes, the end time of the simulations has been set to that of the four-level simulation. We find
that all simulations behave similarly in the linear regime, but
after the system transits to the nonlinear regime and the KHi is
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Fig. 12. Vorticity squared integrated over the whole computational
domain as a function of simulation time for the thin-layer case. The various lines correspond to simulations with different levels of refinement
in the AMR scheme: 1 (black dot-dashed line), 2 (brown dotted line), 3
(green dashed line), and 4 (blue solid line). For comparison purposes,
the linear analytical value is also shown (red dashed line). Vorticity is
normalized to the value at t = 0.

triggered, the higher the resolution, the larger the increase of vorticity. We obtain the interesting result that the simulations with
only one or two levels of refinement are not even able to correctly
recover the linear results. In those cases, numerical dissipation is
also strong enough to prevent the onset of the KHi, in agreement
with Howson et al. (2017). These results confirm the need to use
high resolutions to correctly describe the evolution of the KHi
and to minimize the significant impact of numerical diffusion.
4.3. Investigating the onset of the KHi

The aim here is to compare the onset time of the KHi obtained
from the simulations with the theoretical one predicted by
Browning & Priest (1984). The problem with the simulations is
to find an objective criterion to define the onset time. The behavior with time of the integrated vorticity squared can be a way
to estimate the onset time from the simulation data. As seen in
Fig. 11, the slope of the ascending trend of vorticity changes
and deviates from the linear result at a specific time that can
be associated with the onset of the KHi. We denote this time
as τKH . The integrated current density squared also displays a
slope change at the same time as vorticity, approximately, but
we used the vorticity data. Then, by visual inspection, we determined that τKH ≈ 66 in the thin-layer case, and τKH ≈ 120 in the
thick-layer case. Moreover, we compared these estimated onset
times with Eq. (15) obtained by Browning & Priest (1984) in
the strong phase-mixing limit. Equation (15) gives tcrit ≈ 20 in
the thin-layer case and tcrit ≈ 75 in the thick-layer case. Therefore, Eq. (15) predicts that the KHi is triggered earlier than the
simulations apparently show.
A reason for this discrepancy may lie in the strong phasemixing approximation behind Eq. (15). When this approximation is relaxed, we can use the following method provided in
Sect. 4 of Browning & Priest (1984) to adapt Eq. (15) to the
weak phase-mixing case:
l
tcrit = T crit (Ω1 )
,
(18)
A(R)v0
where T crit is their dimensionless onset time, which depends on
the parameter Ω1 that, in our notation, is
kz l
Ω1 =
,
(19)
ε

where N is the number of samples (points), g(k) is the angular
sampling of the azimuthal/radial velocity, and p = 0, . . . , N −1 is
an integer that plays the role of the azimuthal wave number. p =
0 is the torsional or sausage mode, p = 1 is the kink mode, and
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Fig. 13. Top panel: real part of the Fourier coefficients with p = 0, 1, 2,
3, 4, and 12 as functions of the computational time for an angular sampling of the azimuthal component of velocity at r = R and z = 0 in the
thin-layer case. The two vertical dashed lines correspond to the critical
time of Browning & Priest (1984), tcrit = 40, and the onset time inferred
from the integrated vorticity slope change, τKH = 66. The linear analytic
result, where only the p = 0 mode is present, is overplotted for comparison. Bottom panel: same as top panel but for the radial component of
velocity.
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with kz = π/L the parallel wave number to the magnetic field.
Figure 7 of Browning & Priest (1984) shows the dependence of
T crit with Ω1 . The strong phase-mixing limit should correspond
to the case Ω1  1 so that T crit → 4 and Eq. (15) is recovered. We note that in their Sect. 4, Browning & Priest (1984)
considered the
√ particular case vA,i = 0.5vA,e , while in our model
vA,i = vA,e / 2 ≈ 0.71vA,e . However, we assume that the results
in their Fig. 7 remain approximately valid in our case. According
to the parameters of our simulations, we have Ω1 = 2π/5 ≈ 1.26
for the thin-layer case and Ω1 = 3π/2 ≈ 4.71 for the thick-layer
case. Therefore, we are far from the strong phase-mixing limit,
especially in the thin-layer case. Using Fig. 7 of Browning &
Priest (1984), we approximately determine that T crit ≈ 8 for the
thin-layer case, so tcrit ≈ 40 according to the modified Eq. (18).
This critical time approaches the value inferred from the integrated vorticity slope change but is still lower. For the thick-layer
case, the determination of T crit is more problematic since Fig. 7
of Browning & Priest (1984) stops at Ω1 = 2 where T crit ≈ 7. As
Browning & Priest (1984) explained, we can assume that T crit
approaches the strong phase-mixing value, T crit = 4, asymptotically when Ω1  1, but for Ω1 ≈ 4.71 we are probably still far
from the limit. An educated guess would be to assume that T crit is
somewhere between the asymptotic value and the last value seen
in Fig. 7 of Browning & Priest (1984). So, we roughly approximate T crit ≈ 5, which results in tcrit ≈ 94 in the thick-layer case
according to the modified Eq. (18). This value is again lower
than that obtained from the vorticity data.
One may ask why the critical times of Browning & Priest
(1984) are systematically smaller than those inferred from the
slope change of the integrated vorticity squared, even when the
strong phase-mixing limit is relaxed. The answer to this question is that tcrit of Browning & Priest (1984) corresponds to the
time at which the KHi is locally excited within the nonuniform
later, while our τKH should be associated with a time for which
the KHi has developed enough to globally impact the flux tube
dynamics. We recall that τKH is obtained from a quantity that
has been integrated over the whole tube, so that local effects are
probably blurred. To check this statement, we need a method
to estimate, from the simulations, the time at which the KHi is
first locally triggered in the nonuniform layer. The evolution of
density (see again Figs. 5 and 6) indeed shows that the initial
local distortion of density associated with the KHi happens for
a somewhat earlier time than τKH , but we need a more robust
approach.
Inspired by Terradas et al. (2018; see also Antolin &
Van Doorsselaere 2019), we studied the excitation of different
azimuthal wave numbers using the azimuthal and radial components of velocity in the transitional layer. We considered a crosssectional cut at the center of the tube, z = 0, and extracted, from
the simulations, the values of the azimuthal and radial components of velocity at the middle of the transition region, r = R,
as functions of the azimuthal angle from 0 to 2π. After that,
we applied the discrete Fourier transform to the data using the
fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm in 1D (Cooley & Tukey
1965). Following the notation of Terradas et al. (2018), the discrete Fourier transform can be defined as
!
N−1
X
2πipk
G(p) =
g(k) exp −
,
(20)
N
k=0

G(p)
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Fig. 14. Same as Fig. 13, but for the thick-layer case. Here, tcrit = 94
and τKH = 120.

p ≥ 2 are the fluting modes (see, e.g., Edwin & Roberts 1983).
We find that the Fourier coefficients, G(p), are complex except
for p = 0, which is always real. Terradas et al. (2018) found that
the Fourier coefficients associated with the azimuthal component
of velocity were purely imaginary, while those associated with
the radial component were real. They explained that this result is
due to parity rules of their initial condition since they only excite
the p = 1 kink mode at t = 0. Nonetheless, we excited the p = 0
torsional mode at t = 0, and those parity rules may not apply in
our case.
The results of the azimuthal Fourier analysis are shown in
Fig. 13 for the thin-layer case and in Fig. 14 for the thick-layer
case. In both figures, the top (bottom) panels show the real part
of the Fourier coefficients as functions of time obtained from the
azimuthal (radial) component of velocity. The studied azimuthal
wave numbers are p = 0 (torsional), p = 1 (kink), p = 2 (first
fluting), p = 3 (second fluting), p = 4 (third fluting), and p = 12
(eleventh fluting). Additionally, we also plot the result predicted
by linear theory, which only contains the p = 0 torsional mode.
With vertical dashed lines, we indicate the values of tcrit and τKH
for each case.
Concerning the azimuthal component of velocity, the p = 0
Fourier coefficient is dominant during the linear regime, while
the others are negligible. This remains the case until the development of KHi, which excites higher azimuthal wave numbers.
This agrees with the results of Terradas et al. (2018) and Antolin
& Van Doorsselaere (2019). We obtain an amplification of the
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4.4. Turbulent energy cascade to small scales

The results of the numerical simulations clearly indicate that the
generation of small spatial scales speeds up when the KHi is triggered, and turbulence develops thereafter. Here, we study how
the energy cascades from large to small scales and compare the
A22, page 12 of 17
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p = 0 Fourier coefficient as time increases. This amplification
is due to phase mixing alone, as can be seen by comparing the
numerical result with that from linear theory. After the KHi is
triggered, not all azimuthal wave numbers are equally excited at
a given time. The larger the value of p, the later these modes
are excited. Toward the end of the simulations and especially in
the thin-layer case, we observe that the amplitude of the Fourier
modes with high azimuthal wave numbers can even become
comparable to that of the torsional mode because of the nonlinear evolution of the KHi into turbulence. To fully understand
why some azimuthal wave numbers are excited before others, a
similar theoretical study to that of Browning & Priest (1984) but
in cylindrical geometry and with time-varying flows is required.
This is beyond the scope of the present paper.
We verified (not shown here) that the excitation of highorder azimuthal wave numbers initially occurs in the nonuniform
region only. There is no signature of azimuthal wave numbers
other than p = 0 in the uniform core of the tube where the triggering of the KHi is not possible. However, once the KHi is fully
developed and the whole tube is driven to a turbulent state, highorder azimuthal wave numbers can be present everywhere.
Regarding the radial component of velocity, we consistently
see that all Fourier modes vanish at t = 0 and remain negligible
in the linear regime before the excitation of the KHi, since the
oscillations are strictly polarized in the azimuthal direction at the
beginning. After the triggering of the KHi, nonzero amplitudes
of G(p) for the radial component of velocity are found, with the
p = 0 mode being the largest contributor.
Recovering the results of the density evolution shown in
Figs. 5 and 6, one could tentatively infer that the dominant
azimuthal wave numbers are p = 12 and p = 4 in the thinlayer and thick-layer cases, respectively, merely by counting the
number of big vortices that appear when the KHi develops. This
simple estimation can be compared with the azimuthal Fourier
analysis. In Fig. 14, we can see that the p = 4 mode is one of
the most relevant modes after the torsional p = 0 mode in the
thick-layer case at the end of the simulation, especially for the
radial component of velocity. Conversely, in the thin-layer case
(Fig. 13), the p = 12 mode is hardly excited in either velocity
component. There are several reasons that may explain this discrepancy. For instance, we note that the analysis of azimuthal
modes preformed here does not use the density but the velocity
components, and is done at a particular radial position, r = R.
We checked (not shown here) that the relative amplitude of a
particular Fourier mode depends on both the variable used in the
analysis and the radial position where the azimuthal sampling is
done.
In both thin-layer and thick-layer cases, the critical times of
Browning & Priest (1984), tcrit , approximately coincide with the
times for which azimuthal wave numbers with p , 0 start to
grow within the nonuniform layer. This result confirms us that
the onset times obtained from the change of trend in the integrated vorticity squared, τKH , overestimate the actual local onset
of the KHi. Instead, τKH should be interpreted as a timescale
for which the KHi starts to have a global effect on the flux tube
dynamics. In Sect. 4.6, we detail a study of the effect of various
model parameters on the value of τKH .
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Fig. 15. Amplitude spectrum (arbitrary units) of the averaged total
energy of the perturbations for the thin-layer case at the end of the simulation for both numerical and linear analytic results. The vertical dotdashed orange lines denote the maximum phase-mixing-generated wave
number, kmax R ≈ 105, obtained from Eq. (11), and an estimated wave
number for which numerical diffusion starts to play a role, kdiff R ≈ 500.
The red line is a least-squares linear fit for kmax < k⊥ < kdiff in log-log
scale whose slope is −2.07 ± 0.02. The green line is the same fit but for
k⊥ > kdiff , whose slope is −3.28 ± 0.07

efficiency of this process in the linear and nonlinear regimes.
For this purpose, we calculated the amplitude spectrum of the
averaged energy of the perturbations as a function of time. The
procedure is described below.
First, we compute the sum of the magnetic and kinetic energy
of the transverse perturbations to the background magnetic field
in a subdomain where x, y ∈ [−2.03R, 2.03R]. Then, we average
the energy in y- and z-directions and retain the dependence in
the x-direction only. We denote this averaged energy as E(x, t).
After that, we apply the continuous Fourier transform, which is
discretized due to the limited numerical resolution as
!
N−1
X
∆x
2πimk⊥
E F (k⊥ , t) ≈ √ exp (−ik⊥ x0 )
E(x, t) exp −
, (21)
N
2π
m=0
where N is the number of samples, k⊥ is the perpendicular wave
number, and ∆x and x0 are the spatial resolution and the upper
limit of the selected subdomain in the x-direction, respectively.
The summatory in Eq. (21) is exactly the 1D discrete Fourier
transform, which we computed using the FFT algorithm (Cooley
& Tukey 1965). Finally, we calculate the modulus of E F (k⊥ , t),
and normalize it with respect to the maximum value in the spectrum at each time. Moreover, to compare with linear results, we
repeat this computation, but with the analytic formulas in the
linear regime. For simplicity, this analysis was done in the thinlayer case alone. The results of the Fourier transform are plotted
in Fig. 15 corresponding to the final frame of the simulation.
In Fig. 15, with a vertical line, we show the maximum theoretical wave number across the loop, kmax , generated by phase
mixing (we used Eq. (11)). The results of the analytic spectrum
for k⊥ > kmax are unphysical and must be ignored because phase
mixing cannot generate such large wave numbers (Mann et al.
1995). This is just a numerical artifact caused by the FFT routine when it is forced to be extended to larger wave numbers in
order to obtain the same wave-number range as in the numerical
spectrum.
As expected, we verified that at t = 0 and during the initial
simulation frames, analytical and numerical spectrums coincide
(not shown here). This is the case until the onset of the KHi.
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Then, the analytical and numerical spectra start to differ for sufficiently high wave numbers. Interestingly, they differ for a wave
number that is somewhat smaller than kmax . This clearly confirms that the development of turbulence produces much smaller
scales (higher waver numbers) than what phase mixing alone is
capable of. For k⊥ > kmax , the amplitude of the numerical spectrum is much larger than that of the analytic spectrum. In fact, as
mentioned before, the amplitude of the analytic spectrum should
tend to zero for k⊥ > kmax . Therefore, in the full nonlinear results
there is a faster cascading of energy to small scales than in the
linear regime.
The numerical simulations show that the KHi drives the loop
to a turbulent state and that turbulence speeds up the energy
transport from large to small scales. One question that may arise
is whether the energy cascading obtained here agrees with what
is expected under conditions of turbulence. According to turbulence theory (see, e.g., Chorin 1994; Frisch 1995; Pope et al.
2000; Schnack 2009), spectra can be divided into two main
regions: the energy-containing range and the universal equilibrium range, which, in turn, contains the inertial subrange and the
dissipation range. The scaling of the energy with the wave number in the inertial subrange can give us the information we are
looking for.
The wave number that separates the inertial subrange from
the energy-containing range is difficult to estimate because it
depends on the characteristics of the problem (Pope et al. 2000;
Bluteau et al. 2011). A typical spectrum for a driven system
should contain a region of small wave numbers where energy
increases with the wave number before it decreases in the inertial subrange (Biskamp 2003). However, we do not have this
increase in our spectrum because we did not use a driver, which
would input energy continuously. Instead, we imposed an initial
perturbation. To make sure that the considered wave numbers fell
entirely within the inertial subrange, we considered k⊥ > kmax .
This choice also excludes the effect of linear phase mixing. On
the other hand, the dissipation range, where the energy is dissipated, cannot be studied in ideal MHDs. Under coronal conditions, the critical wave number between the inertial subrange
and the dissipation range should be larger than the wave numbers considered in Fig. 15. Nevertheless, although small, some
numerical diffusion is at work. To eliminate any effect numerical
dissipation may have, we excluded wave numbers higher than an
estimated numerical diffusion wave number, kdiff . Therefore, we
assume that the inertial subrange approximately corresponds to
kmax < k⊥ < kdiff . For the case of Fig. 15, we have kmax R ≈ 105,
and we visually estimated kdiff R ≈ 500 from an evident slope
change in the spectrum at high wave numbers (see below).
In order to determine the approximate slope of the numerical
spectrum in the inertial subrange, we performed a least-squares
linear fit in log-log scale. The result of the best fit is overplotted in Fig. 15. The adjusted slope is −2.07 ± 0.02. On the other
hand, an equivalent fit performed in Fig. 15 for k⊥ > kdiff reveals
a steeper slope of −3.28 ± 0.07, which is consistent with the
assumption that for k⊥ > kdiff numerical diffusion plays a role in
this high-wave-number range.
We note that the fit slope in the inertial subrange may change
if the estimated boundary wave numbers, namely kmax and kdiff ,
are modified. We are aware that the choice of these boundary
wave numbers is not free from a certain degree of arbitrariness. In spite of this and considering the limitations of this
rough estimation, the obtained slope of ≈−2 differs from the
so-called Kolmogorov law of −5/3 (see e.g., Kolmogorov 1941;
Frisch 1995; Pope et al. 2000). The Kolmogorov scaling law
is a universal property in hydrodynamic turbulence and also

appears in strong MHD turbulence (see, Biskamp 2003; Schnack
2009). The obtained slope is also different for the IroshnikovKraichnan law of −3/2 because of isotropic Alfvénic turbulence
(Iroshnikov 1964; Kraichnan 1965). We note that neither the
condition of isotropy nor that of strong turbulence are satisfied
in our simulations, which may explain why we obtain a different slope. As discussed by Nazarenko (2011) and Schekochihin
et al. (2012); see also, Ng & Bhattacharjee (1997), Galtier et al.
(2000), in the case of anisotropic weak Alfvénic turbulence that
evolves nearly 2D in the plane transverse to the background magnetic field with k⊥  kk , as it is indeed the case of our simulations, the energy spectrum should scale as ∼k⊥−2 . This scaling
law is compatible with the approximate slope we fit in Fig. 15
for kmax < k⊥ < kdiff . However, we must warn the reader that the
−2 power law discussed in Nazarenko (2011) and Schekochihin
et al. (2012) is obtained for unbalanced turbulence arising from
wave-wave interaction, while the turbulence in our case is driven
by the KHi. Therefore, caution is needed with this comparison
of the power law (A. Hillier, priv. comm.).
4.5. Effective Reynolds number

A consequence of the faster generation of small scales owing
to turbulence is that the dissipative scales should be reached
much before than the theory of linear phase mixing predicts (see
Terradas & Arregui 2018). A way to further quantify the differences between linear and nonlinear results is to estimate the
effective Reynolds number in the simulations as
h
i
(v · ∇) v
ρ ∂v
∂t +
Reff =
(22)
i.
h
ρν ∇2 v + 13 ∇ (∇ · v)
The numerator of Eq. (22) is the magnitude of the inertial term,
whereas the denominator is the magnitude of the viscous force,
with ν the kinematic viscosity (see, e.g., Priest 2012). Using R
and vA,e as characteristic length and velocity scales, Eq. (22)
gives
Reff =

vA,e R
≈ 1012
ν

(23)

for typical values of the parameters in the corona. We recall that
we performed ideal MHD simulations, so the viscous term is
absent from the equations we actually solved. Assuming that the
effect of viscosity, if included, would regardless be small during
the considered simulation times because we are still far from the
dissipative scales, we can approximately study how the Reynolds
number would evolve in our simulations.
Figure 16 shows a cross-sectional cut of the effective
Reynolds number at the tube center at the end of the simulation times for both thin-layer and thick-layer cases. In order to
compare with the linear theory, we also include the results that
we obtained using the theoretical expressions of the velocity in
the quasi-linear analysis. We also observed the evolution of Reff
with the simulation time (not shown here) before the time plotted in Fig. 16. As expected, numerical and theoretical effective
Reynolds numbers are initially similar. As time increases, phase
mixing is developed in the nonuniform layer, and Reff varies in
the form of concentric rings between minimums and maximums.
These minimums of Reff are very local, that is, they only occur
in very thin regions within the nonuniform layer.
When the simulations reach the nonlinear regime, the effective numerical Reynolds number dramatically decreases in the
nonuniform layer due to the KHi. The formation of eddies
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associated with the KHi greatly increases the denominator of
Eq. (22), that is, the size of the hypothetical viscous term. As
turbulence develops, low values of Reff are found within the
entire nonuniform layer. The decrease of Reff is no longer a very
local phenomenon, as it happens when phase mixing is operating
alone. At the final time of the simulations, the values of Reff are
as low as Reff ∼ 106 , that is, six orders of magnitude lower than
at t = 0. The thick-layer case, where the KHi is less developed
than in the thin-layer case, shows an intermediate step in which
the dramatic decrease of Reff due to turbulence only occurs in the
inner part of the nonuniform region, while in the outermost part
of the layer, phase mixing is still at work and larger values of Reff
are found.
4.6. Parameter survey

To this point, we considered fixed values for the initial amplitude, ε, the width of the transition region, l/R, the density contrast between the core of the flux tube and the external medium,
ρi /ρe , and the loop length, L/R. Here, we explore the effect
that each one of these four parameters has on the excitation of
the KHi during the nonlinear evolution of the torsional oscillations. To do so, we ran different simulations by keeping three
of the parameters fixed and varying the remaining one. We performed 15 different simulations. For each simulation, we computed the vorticity squared integrated over the whole computational domain using Eq. (16) and estimated the value of τKH in
each case.
Figure 17 shows the results of the parameter study for fixed
ε = 0.1 , L/R = 10, and ρi /ρe = 2, and varying l/R =
{0.4, 0.7, 1.0, 1.5}. The left panel shows the evolution of inte-
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Fig. 17. Left panel: vorticity squared integrated over the whole computational domain as a function of the simulation time for ε = 0.1,
ρi /ρe = 2.0, L/R = 10, and l/R = {0.4, 0.7, 1.0, 1.5}. The curves are
normalized to the integrated vorticity squared at t = 0. Right panel:
estimated τKH as a function of the width of the transition region, l/R.
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Fig. 16. Top: numerical (left) and analytic (right) effective Reynolds
number in logarithmic scale at the end time of the simulation in the
thin-layer case. These results are calculated in a cross-sectional cut at
z = 0. The straight lines seen in the numerical result are visualization
artifacts due to the AMR scheme. These artifacts are not present in the
actual simulation data. Bottom: same as top panels, but for the thicklayer case.
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Fig. 18. Left panel: same as left panel of Fig. 17, but now the fixed
parameters are l/R = 0.4, L/R = 10, and ρi /ρe = 2.0, and we vary
ε = {0.06, 0.1, 0.2, 0.25}. Right panel: estimated τKH as a function of
the amplitude of the velocity perturbation.

grated vorticity squared as a function of time, where we can
clearly identify the linear phase and the subsequent change of
slope at t = τKH due to the global onset of the KHi. The right
panel shows the estimated values of τKH for every simulation
with different l/R. As expected, we find that the onset of KHi is
delayed as l/R increases, and, in the linear regime, the slope of
the integrated vorticity squared depends on the value of l/R. This
is consistent with the fact that the phase-mixing pace depends on
the inhomogeneity length scale: it operates faster (slower) when
l/R decreases (increases). The strong enough shear flows needed
to trigger the KHi occur at a later time as l/R grows. Conversely,
after the KHi is triggered, the slope of the integrated vorticity
squared is approximately the same for all values of l/R, which
points out that the nonlinear evolution of the KHi is less affected
by the inhomogeneity length scale.
Figure 18 shows the same analysis, but when l/R = 0.4,
L/R = 10, and ρi /ρe = 2 are kept fixed, and we vary ε =
{0.06, 0.1, 0.2, 0.25}. As expected, we find that the larger the
perturbation amplitude, the earlier the KHi sets in. This is so
because larger shear flows are present and the nonlinear regime
is more rapidly reached as the amplitude increases. We notice
that, as should be the case, all curves in the left panel of Fig. 18
superimpose in the linear regime before the onset of the KHi.
Finally, Fig. 19 displays the results when l/R = 1.5,
L/R = 10, and ε = 0.1 are kept fixed and we vary ρi /ρe =
{2, 5, 6.5, 10, 13}. The dependence of τKH on the density contrast is not as clear as for the other two parameters. For lowdensity contrasts, τKH decreases when ρi /ρe increases. However,
τKH appears to saturate to a roughly constant value for higher
density contrasts. The initial decrease of τKH with ρi /ρe is consistent with the fact that a larger density contrast implies a more
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parameters are ε = 0.1, L/R = 10, and ρi /ρe = 2.0, and we vary ρi /ρe =
{2, 5, 6.5, 10, 13}. Right panel: estimated τKH as a function of the density
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Fig. 20. Left panel: same as left panel of Fig. 17, but now the fixed
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{8.0, 10.0, 12.0}. Right panel: estimated τKH as a function of the loop
length. We note that in these panels time is normalized to the period of
the internal torsional Alfvén wave, P = 2L/vA,i .

abrupt Alfvén speed variation within the nonuniform layer and
so a faster development of phase mixing. This seems to be true
up to a certain value of the contrast, but the precise value of
ρi /ρe becomes irrelevant once it is large enough. We speculate
that this behavior may be caused by the functional dependence
of the Alfvén speed with the density, namely vA ∼ ρ−1/2 .
The dependence of τKH with l/R and ε qualitatively agrees
with the behavior predicted by the approximate critical time of
Browning & Priest (1984) in the strong phase-mixing limit (see
Eq. (15)). However, Eq. (15) is independent of the density contrast. The result that τKH turns independent of ρi /ρe for large values of this parameter may indicate that the strong phase-mixing
limit of Browning & Priest (1984) becomes more applicable as
the density contrast increases.
We recall that for ρi /ρe = 2,
√ the periods of the internal and
external Alfvén waves are 20 2 ≈ 28.3 and 20 time units,
respectively, when L/R = 10. The values of τKH obtained in
the above parameter study correspond to few oscillation periods. This means that the KHi is triggered in a relatively short
timescale once the torsional oscillation begins. However, the
period depends on the loop length and may also have some influence on the KHi onset time. Terradas et al. (2008) and Antolin
et al. (2014) showed that the loop length influences the onset of
the KHi driven by the kink mode, so it is worth exploring the
role of this parameter in the case of torsional waves. Figure 20
displays the integrated vorticity analysis for fixed ε = 0.1,
l/R = 0.4, and ρi /ρe = 2, and varying L/R = {8.0, 10.0, 12.0}.
Since now the period of the torsional Alfvén waves are different
for each simulation, to fairly compare these simulations, time is
normalized to the period of the internal torsional Alfvén wave,
namely P = 2L/vA,i . By doing so, we eliminate the implicit
dependence of the simulation time with the loop length. Indeed,
the results show that τKH /P is weakly affected by the loop length.

We find that the longer the loop, the earlier the relative onset
time, but the differences are modest for the considered values of
L/R. In all cases, the KHi is triggered for times between two and
three internal periods for the considered parameters. We must
recall that the loops considered here are shorter than those typically observed in the corona. If the trend shown in Fig. 20 holds
for longer loops, the important conclusion would be that the KHi
can develop in a realistically long loop in a timescale equal to a
few periods of the torsional wave.

5. Conclusions
We studied the nonlinear evolution of phase-mixed torsional
Alfvén waves in a low-β coronal flux tube model with a constant axial magnetic field, which is line tied at the photosphere.
This model consists of a tube with a uniform core, a transition
layer where the density decreases continuously, and an external
medium with uniform density.
The longitudinally fundamental mode of standing torsional
Alfvén waves is excited at t = 0. First, the temporal evolution of
the waves undergoes a quasi-linear phase that is well predicted
by approximate analytical theory. Phase mixing evolves within
the nonuniform layer by developing spatial oscillations of the
azimuthal components of velocity and magnetic field that lead
to the generation of smaller scales (see, e.g., Heyvaerts & Priest
1983). As a result, vorticity and current density increase in the
system. In addition, the nonlinear coupling of Alfvén waves with
slow magnetoacoustic waves through the ponderomotive force
(see, e.g., Hollweg 1971) causes longitudinal flows.
Later in the evolution, the azimuthal shear flows generated
by phase mixing trigger the KHi (Browning & Priest 1984).
From that time onwards, the numerical results deviate significantly from those of quasi-linear analytic theory. Once the KHi
is triggered, higher azimuthal wave numbers than the torsional
mode appear in the system. As time increases, the KHi dramatically increases the total values of vorticity and current density
and greatly enhances the development of small scales first initiated by phase mixing during the linear phase. The onset time
of the KHi can be estimated from the evolution of the vorticity
squared integrated over the whole computational box. Although
this onset time depends on various model parameters, the KHi
is typically triggered after few oscillation periods of the torsional waves. In particular, the parameter study showed that the
wider the transition region, the later the KHi starts. Thus, a wide
enough transition region can delay the onset and growth of KHi
(see Terradas et al. 2018 for a similar result in the case of kink
modes). In turn, the larger the velocity amplitude, the earlier
the KHi is triggered because the system reaches the nonlinear
regime faster. Regarding the density contrast, we find that for
a small contrast, the higher the density contrast, the earlier the
onset of the KHi. For sufficiently large contrasts, the onset time
becomes roughly independent of this parameter. Finally, it is
found that the longer the loop, the earlier the KHi is triggered
relatively to the oscillation period of the torsional waves.
The KHi onset time estimated from the vorticity evolution
always overestimates the critical times predicted analytically by
Browning & Priest (1984). The reason for this discrepancy is that
the critical time of Browning & Priest (1984) corresponds to the
time at which the KHi is locally triggered within the nonuniform
layer, while the onset time obtained from the vorticity evolution
should be understood as a time for which the KHi has evolved
enough to globally impact on the whole flux tube dynamics.
The development of the KHi drives the flux tube to a
turbulent state. We find that the energy associated with the
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perturbations cascades with the perpendicular wavenumber following a −2 power law. Spatial scales much smaller than those
generated by phase mixing alone are present during the turbulent phase. As a consequence, the effective Reynolds number
decreases in the system much faster than what linear phase mixing predicts, meaning that the dissipative scales are approached
much quicker (Terradas & Arregui 2018; Ebrahimi et al. 2020).
Our ideal MHD simulations stop before such dissipative scales,
which are reached in the corona. Those dissipative scales would
eventually be reached at a later time, should turbulence continue
to naturally evolve in the flux tube.
After turbulence has developed, the energy cascade to small
scales speeds up considerably. Although the considered fourlevel AMR scheme is able to deal with those small scales during
the initial stages of turbulence, it eventually fails to capture the
fast generation of fine structures. We stopped our simulations
precisely at that time to guarantee the physical validity of the
results. For later times, numerical dissipation takes a predominant role and artificially affects the evolution. This highlights
how crucial using sufficiently high spatial resolutions is to correctly resolve the fine dynamics associated with the nonlinear,
turbulent evolution of the waves.
In connection with the recent results of Soler et al. (2021),
the turbulent evolution of the torsional oscillations may provide
a way to dissipate the large energy budget transmitted from the
photosphere. Soler et al. (2021) conclude that wave energy dissipation is very inefficient in the linear regime. However, the turbulence discussed here may significantly enhance the heating rates
(see, e.g., van Ballegooijen et al. 2011, 2017; Asgari-Targhi &
van Ballegooijen 2012; Hillier et al. 2020). The results obtained
here in this simple flux tube model open the door to more elaborate future studies. In the solar corona, where flux tubes are
naturally inhomogeneous, this type of wave-mediated turbulence
should occur, and there is much room to explore (see also Magyar et al. 2019). Additional effects to investigate could be, for
instance, nonideal terms to study the actual energy dissipation,
adding magnetic twist, and the evolution of torsional waves in
curved coronal loops.
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